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Conclusion
Digital identity is a complex idea, but that should not dissuade us from exploring
its potential to transform our collective digital futures for the better. Even the
immediate promise that interoperable Digital ID systems could allow us safe,
secure and reliable passage through digital spaces and digital interactions and
transactions is tantalising.
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Despite the fire and heat in much of today’s current
debates about implementation (centralised vs.
decentralised, security and accountability vs.
privacy, zero-knowledge principles and sovereignty
etc.) the questions are most likely to be resolved
by the resolutions made around this question of
purpose. The loudest voices in the argument are
likely to be consumers/users/citizens, commercial
providers and governments. Their aims and goals
today may not always coincide, and, in the case
of end-users, may not yet be loud enough. Those
stakeholders that are able to find a common thread
between these competing interests, are likely to
have the largest stake in defining and owning the
future of Digital ID.
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We conclude with a summary of those areas of the
Digital ID landscape and debate that are likely to
provide the pivot-points for pathways toward the
future. Given the number of different bets that are
being placed, we cannot be sure if any (or even all)
possible future realisations will come to pass, but
we point to these crucial sites of decision as being
the moments at which pathways will diverge. Digital
ID stakeholders will make decisions related to them
in different ways (including by omission), and for
different reasons, but each will eventually have to
confront the implications of them.

Collective purpose. For all the technical challenges
behind the building of truly interoperable Digital ID
systems, the challenge of defining their purpose
will need to be met even earlier. The standards and
protocols that emerge to allow the development
of large-scale Digital ID eco-systems, will emerge
thanks to their fitness to serve that purpose, so
the need to tackle the question of exactly what it
is, is urgent. Does Digital ID serve a mass-market
consumer need around convenience? Is Digital
ID necessary to unlock a wave of future digital
innovation in financial and other services? Or is the
primary purpose of Digital ID to rebalance the locus
of power in a data-driven world? Is it the answer
to societal exclusion? Or to the question of data
ownership? Is it just a ‘nice to have’? Can different
stakeholders recognise a common purpose, or are
they doomed to argue solely from within their niche?

Future of Digital Identity

We are still in the early days of the human digital
transformation and almost certainly do not yet have
a grasp of how truly fundamental an understanding
of digital identities will be to the future human
experience. Digital ID, today understood as the
slightly narrower aspect of digital identity related
to the question of how we can prove that we are
who we say we are, will likely become the primary
mechanism through which we construct our digital
selves and engage with and inhabit tomorrow’s
digital spaces. It could be the key to unlocking
the true value behind “Big Data”, providing
unstructured data-sets with meaning and context,
as well as providing the means by which we can
all benefit from that. Similarly, the technologies
and protocols associated with the development of
Digital ID systems could become the pivot points for
paradigmatic shifts in our digital society, rebalancing
control over the data stream in favour of the
individual, or opening us up to new mechanisms of
social control.

Future of Digital Identity

Agency and control. The precise mechanisms of
agency and control that holders of Digital IDs come
to have over their data, will matter. Small differences
between different stakeholders’ approaches to, for
example, the collection of meta-data associated
with Digital ID transactions, the implementations of
consent management, the right to be forgotten, or
to withdraw consent, the ability to travel in digital
spaces incognito etc. may seem trivial today, but
could have long-term consequences for the future of
humanity. Different implementations have a number
of different technical advantages and drawbacks
today, but in the longer term, it is their effect on this
aspect of Digital ID that is likely to matter most.
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Flexibility and reversibility. Whether it be the
need to incorporate a changing set of digital ethics
and rights, the effects of unknown and unintended
outcomes, the ways in which users adapt and
innovate around the use of Digital IDs, or the
impacts of devastating cyber-attacks; those Digital
ID systems that are designed today to adapt to and
accommodate change in the future, will likely prove
the most resilient.
Collaboration. Truly interoperable Digital ID
systems will require collaboration between different
stakeholders from different sectors and cultural
spheres. The strongest alliances and partnerships
will be those that incorporate multiple different
voices and in which the needs and achievements of
one partner are recognised and understood by all.

The solutions we find to the difficult
questions around Digital ID today
could have far-reaching and long-term
consequences that are difficult to
envisage from where we stand now.
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The Killer-App. Whilst the most obvious use-cases
for Digital ID are easy to articulate (‘a digital ID
card’), a single ‘killer app’ that will drive investment
into the development of a large-scale, interoperable
Digital ID eco-system or mass user-adoption,
is yet to be identified. Today there are still gaps
perhaps in the understanding of how the various
different capabilities of a Digital ID can meet genuine
consumer, user and citizen need and demand. A
single compelling use case may help to bridge this
gap in a meaningful way, and could well provide a
catalyst to collective action. It is worth remembering
that Digital IDs can achieve multiple ‘big’ things all
at once, from easing commercial transactions and
enhancing digital security to providing transparency
during data transactions; but the articulation of
these benefits may need to be applied to more
mundane and every day behaviours, or in smallscale, instantly recognisable user-rewards. As Digital
ID moves ever closer to the boundary between
being a technical challenge and a social one, the
focus on the end user may need to be brought to
the fore.
The solutions we find to the difficult questions
around Digital ID today could have far-reaching
and long-term consequences that are difficult to
envisage from where we stand now; one foot still
planted in an analogue world.

The key questions
Below we list some of the questions for society, regulators, stakeholders,
and individuals in relation to the issues raised in this paper.
Some Key Questions for Individuals and
Society:

Who are the other key digital identity
stakeholders that can help enable our vision?

How can my personal digital information
facilitate my life?

What role do we wish to play in the identity
ecosystem?

How will I manage my digital attributes?

How should we understand the purpose of
Digital ID and how do we build to reflect that?

Do I want my personal data to help society?

How does personal data mesh with machine
data?

How can we contribute to the prevention
of unintended and negative long-term
consequences?

Some Key Questions for Industry:
In a world of Digital ID, will customers still want
to share data with us?
How will we ensure that we are ‘trustworthy’?
What data do we need to collect in the future?
How will we be able to comply when customers
assert digital rights?
Can we develop new, privacy-preserving
customer propositions?
What potential new products and services does
widespread adoption of Digital ID unlock?
How can we benefit from increased cybersecurity and better accountability in digital
transactions?
Do we need to understand the impacts of
Digital ID on our business models better?

Who do I trust to help me do this?
What are my digital rights and who protects
them?
When do I want and need to be identified and
when can I remain anonymous?
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What is our ethical position regarding digital
identity?

Future of Digital Identity

Some Key Questions for Digital ID
Stakeholders:

How can I better understand the role my data
plays in a digital society and economy?

Some Key Questions for Government
and Regulators:
Would a government mandate around Digital ID
help to accelerate the benefits of a secure and
interoperable ID system?
How should we properly regulate Digital ID
systems, and how can we ensure we create a
dynamic and responsive regulatory environment
for Digital ID going forward?
What kind of identity ecosystem do we wish to
support?
What role will Government data about
individuals play?
How can we ensure that digital identity benefits
all of society?
How do we ensure that no citizen is excluded?
What steps must we take to prevent
unintended consequences?
How can we think about the ethics of digital
identity early?
How can access to and delivery of public
services be improved by widespread adoption
of Digital ID?
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An analogy here might the way in which former employers provide personal references for job-seekers. Whilst general
characteristics are always sought by prospective new employers, a reference from a similar employer, in an industry they
know well, is likely to have more meaning. The ‘further away’ the industry supplying the reference is to the new
employer’s industry, the less meaningful and therefore ‘trustworthy’ as a verification of the job-seeker’s skills it becomes.
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